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Watch Sal rotating various 2D shapes and see what 3D objects he gets!. Baroque, Rococo,
and Neoclassical art in Europe · Art of the Americas to World War I . Sal is given a triangle on
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Watch Sal rotating various 2D shapes and see what 3D objects he gets!. Baroque, Rococo,
and Neoclassical art in Europe · Art of the Americas to World War I . Sal is given a triangle on
the coordinate plane and the definition of a rotation about. Rococo, and Neoclassical art in
Europe · Art of the Americas to World War I . Sal is given a triangle on the coordinate plane and
the definition of a rotation about the origin, and he manually draws the image of that
rotation.Feb 19, 2015 . Because many works on paper must be on view for a limited time,
rotations occur every four to six months, depending on the art's fragility.You can change the
position of shapes, WordArt, or other objects by rotating or reversing them. Reversing a shape
is also referred to as creating a mirror image . You can change the position of shapes or other
objects by rotating or reversing them. Reversing a shape is also referred to as creating a mirror
image or flipping.In Office 2007, see how you can change the position of shapes in a SmartArt
graphic by rotating or reversing them.reflection, rotation, translation, and congruency by
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